
How can public discourse analysis help develop messages?
The big picture
Urban landscapes as an example in which physical structures and activity overlap 

Richness and activity 
Interpret relationships between culture and social structures 

Potentials and visions
"the cooperative humanities"  





Proposition 
Key statements:

What do we observe?

In which context shall the observation be tested? 

Other statements:

What claims could we make?

Hypothesis forumulation

Exploratory research 

Unsupervised learning

Candidate generation 

Epidemiological studies 

Design alternative

Observing phenomena  Hypothesis testing

Systematical critical reasioning 

Supervised learning 

Candidate validation 

Medical testing

Selection of most promising designs

Understanding phenomena 

(1) Generating and selecting models 

Try multiple parameter combinations 
and compare the results 

...until at least one topic feels right:
Does it match some real-world observation
Do the top words accurately describe your intution?
You don't need to deal with all topics

(2) Formulate intuition about topics (One-by-one)

Reading full articles and text snippets 
what is this topic all about? A number of questions you may ask. 

Repeated expressions
"digital humanities"
"humanities endowment"
"humanities degrees"

   "humanities crisis"
....

Context
    Social, cultural, political, economical, geographical, historical context
    Is it a humanities context? What humanities context is it?

For example galeries, libraries, arts, museums, fiction?
   For example, science, technology

What sparks or provokes this discussion? 
What does the discussion lead to, for the humanities? 

Define Humanities
    define "humanities" in this context? 

what are the commonalities and differences to other topics?
    explicit attributes are those clearly stated by the authors
    implicit attributes are those implied but believed to be selfunderstood

Topic size 
    how often and when can you identify your intution unambiguously?

(1) Critical reasoning 

Make assumptions and draw conclusions about the results  
Must be independent of the empirical basis of the proposition 

(2) Gold standard testing

Test aganist manually labeled results 
 Must be labeled in the context in which the topic is assumed to be valid 

Could be done by stakeholders, mechanical turk, researchers

Assess Accuracies 
special care could be given to systematic errors 

Define range of validity  
what type of data can the model be applied to?

Claims 

Relationship between multiple models.

Relationship between public discourse and
perceived topics, definable categories, or

stakeholders.

Refining the model

Outline for an Interpretation Protocol (DB Sept. 2018) 



How can the various branches of research work together?

Overlaying different types of data 
Can help interpret relationships between objects 

Multiple interpretations
Based on different types of data. The reader may choose  


